Possible Subjects in Stratton Prize Contest Increased

OFFER HUNDRED DOLLARS FOR THREE BEST PAPERS
Finale Competition Features Class Day Club Events

Possible subjects of contestants for the prize of 100, 50, and 25 dollars for presenting the best papers will be increased this year. The winners will be selected from the papers on the subject of science, social science, and engineering. Any undergraduate may compete for the prize of 100, 50, and 25 dollars for presenting the best papers. The papers will be selected from the papers presented in class on the subject of science, social science, and engineering. Any undergraduate may compete for the prize of 100, 50, and 25 dollars for presenting the best papers.

Among the possible subjects of the papers are the following:

1. Scientific subjects:
   - The law of attraction in physics
   - The role of the electron in atomic structure
   - The use of the electron in atomic structure

2. Social scientific subjects:
   - The role of the electron in atomic structure
   - The use of the electron in atomic structure
   - The role of the electron in atomic structure

3. Engineering subjects:
   - The use of the electron in atomic structure
   - The role of the electron in atomic structure
   - The role of the electron in atomic structure

The papers will be selected from the papers presented in class on the subject of science, social science, and engineering. Any undergraduate may compete for the prize of 100, 50, and 25 dollars for presenting the best papers.